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Basic Art Series: Ten in One. Impressionism 2020-01-15

a must have for any art buff this definitive who s who of impressionism gathers 10 monographs from
the basic art series for the price of three precise texts and impeccable reproductions guide us through
the life and works of c�zanne degas gauguin manet monet renoir rousseau seurat toulouse lautrec
and van gogh

Seurat 2000

georges seurat died in 1891 aged only 32 and yet in a career that lasted little more than a decade he
revolutionized technique in painting spearheaded a new movement neoimpressionism and bought a degree
of scientific rigour to his investigations of colour that would prove profoundly influential well
into the 20th century as a student at the ecole des beaux arts seurat read chevreul s 1839 book on
the theory of colour and this along with his own analysis of delacroix paintings and the aesthetic
observations of scientist charles henry led him to formulate the concept of divisionism this was a
method of painting around colour contrasts in which shade and tone are built up through dots of
paint pointillism that emphasise the complex inter relation of light and shadow

Basic Art Hopper 1999-01-01

a style of his own the colorful work of a truly avant garde painter in the course of his short life
german painter august macke 1887 1914 combined inspirations from extremely different sources into a
unique and personal style macke was engaged with the world closely following the development of
abstract art and at the same time feeling tied to the blauer reiter movement of munich macke developed
a flat yet ornamental style but always remained true to objective representation his cheerful scenes
of parks zoos and promenades with shop windows are filled with bold yet harmonious colors their
brilliance reached its zenith in 1914 when he traveled with klee and moilliet to tunis and became
acquainted with the light of the african sun about the series each book in taschen s basic art series
features a detailed chronological summary of the life and oeuvre of the artist covering his or her
cultural and historical importance a concise biography approximately 100 illustrations with
explanatory captions

Macke 2000

���������������������� �� ���� ������� ����������� ��������� �������������
�� ������� �������� ����� etc

�������� 2012-07

the bare minimum often regarded as a backlash against abstract expressionism minimalism was
characterized by simplified stripped down forms and materials used to express ideas in a direct and
impersonal manner by presenting artworks as simple objects minimalist artists sought to communicate
esthetic ideals without reference to expressive or historical themes this critical movement which
began in the 1960s and branched out into land art performance art and conceptual art is still a
major influence today this book explains the how why where and when of minimal art and the artists
who helped define it featured artists carl andre stephen antonakos jo baer larry bell ronald bladen
walter de maria dan flavin robert grosvenor eva hesse donald judd gary kuehn sol lewitt robert
mangold john mccracken robert morris robert ryman fred sandback richard serra tony smith frank
stella robert smithson anne truitt about the series each book in taschen s basic genre series features a
detailed illustrated introduction plus a timeline of the most important political cultural and social
events that took place during that period a selection of the most important works of the epoch each
of which is presented on a 2 page spread with a full page image and with an interpretation of the
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respective work plus a portrait and brief biography of the artist approximately 100 colour
illustrations with explanatory captions

Minimal Art 2004

around 1800 philosophers writers and artists revolted against rationalism spreading a new romantic
vision one that believed in the goodness of humanity the divine spirit of nature and that saw the artist
as an individual creator this comprehensive introduction gathers an essay situating the genre across
different regions crisp reproductions and detailed interpretations of 31 crucial pieces

Romanticism 2018-02-06

the 20th century saw art go abstract where once clear certainties and indisputable forms prevailed
now anarchy seemed to reign supreme sensibilities diffused into strange new shapes colors assumed new
significance lines abandoned literal meaning dive in and discover some of the most dynamic and
progressive art of modernity

Abstract Art 2017

a look at the art movement futurism that originated in italy in the early 20th century

Futurism 2005

this book contains a selection of the most important works of the epoch it features artists such as
giotto di bondone duccio di bouninsegna dieric bouts robert campin cimabue petrus christus barthelemy
d eyck jan van eyck andrea da firenze and jean fouquet

Gothic 2006

discover how scenes of daily life and delicate dabs of color shocked the art world establishment in
this taschen basic art introduction to impressionism we explore the artists subjects and techniques
that first brought the easel out of the studio and shifted artistic attention from history religion or
portraiture to the evanescent ebb and flow of modern life as we tour the theaters bars and parks of
paris and beyond we take in the movement s radical innovations in style and subject from the principle
of plein air painting to the rapid broken brushwork that allowed the impressionists to emphasize
spontaneity movement and the changing qualities of light we take a close look at their unusual new
perspectives and their fresh palette of pure unblended colors including many vividly bright shades that
brought a whole new level of chromatic intensity to the canvas along the way we recognize
impressionism s established greats such as edgar degas claude monet berthe morisot and camille
pissarro as well as many associated artists worthy of closer attention including marie bracquemond
medardo rosso and fritz von uhde about the series born back in 1985 the basic art series has evolved
into the best selling art book collection ever published each book in taschen s basic art history series
features approximately 100 color illustrations with explanatory captions a detailed illustrated
introduction a selection of the most important works of the epoch each presented on a two page
spread with a full page image and accompanying interpretation as well as a portrait and brief
biography of the artist

Impressionism 2017

as you ll find out in this guide to the fundamentals of cubism there is more to the genre than its most
famous proponent cubism often identified by flattened geometric shapes overlapping simplified forms and
fragmented spatial planes was quite possibly the most influential movement in 20th century art
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featured artists pablo picasso edmond fortier paul cizanne george braque henri le fauconnier jean
metzinger fernand liger juan gris albert gleizes henri laurens salvador dalm brassao robert delaunay
raymond duchamp villon taschen s basic art movement and genre series includes a detailed introduction
with approximately 30 photographs and a timeline of the most important events political cultural
scientific sporting etc that took place during the time period the body of the book contains a selection
of the most important works of the epoch each is presented on a 2 page spread with a full page image
and on the facing page a description interpretation

Cubism 2004

overzicht van alle aspecten van het expressionisme een stroming in de duitse schilderkunst in de eerste
helft van de 20e eeuw

���������� 2001-11-30

discusses this extraordinary artist s major works and his theories of painting and colour

Expressionism 2004-02-01

expressionism is a style of art in which the intention is not to reproduce a subject accurately but
instead to portray it in such a way as to expressthe inner state of the artist the movement is also
associated with germany in particular and was influenced by such emotionally charged styles as
symbolism favism and cubism leading expressionists included wassily kandinsky george grosz franz marc
and amadeo modigliani

Paul C�zanne, 1839-1906 1995

hopper is simply a bad painter but if he were a better one he would probably not be such a great artist
clement greenberg

���������� 2000-07-30

learn the basic art of making the perfect pizza fro mteh creator of the series of the basic art of italian
cooking filled with easy recipes for making pizza toppings of all kinds step by step instrucions for
making pizza dough tips and history on the world s favorite food by celebrity chef maria liberati

Expressionism 2004

ideas systems and processes includes discussion of pieces of work by various exponents of the
movement

Hopper 2000

le bonheur de vivre the vital colors and shapes of a modernist master the work of henri matisse 1869
1954 reflects an ongoing belief in the power of brilliant colors and simple forms though famed in
particular for his paintings matisse also worked with drawing sculpture lithography stained glass
and collage developing his unique cut out medium when old age left him unable to stand and paint
matisse s subjects were often conventional nudes portraits and figures in landscapes oriental scenes
and interior views but in his handling of bold color and fluid draftsmanship he secured his place as a
20th century master it was matisse s palette that particularly thrilled the modern imagination with
vivid blue amethyst purple egg yolk yellow and many shades beyond he liberated his work from a
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meticulous representation of reality and sought instead a vital harmony often referring to music as
an inspiration or analogy for his work from vast patterned panels to simple and tender portraits this
book introduces the full reach and creativity of matisse s career spanning his early work within the
fauvism movement right through to his latter year projects such as jazz and the chapelle du rosaire in
vence about the series each book in taschen s basic art series features a detailed chronological
summary of the life and oeuvre of the artist covering his or her cultural and historical importance a
concise biography approximately 100 illustrations with explanatory captions

The Basic Art of Pizza 2010-08

from prom scenes to thanksgiving spreads returning servicemen to smiling boy scouts the works of
norman rockwell are imbued with optimism patriotism community and family brimming with wholesome
cheer they say as much about his artistic talents as they do about the popular values and
aspirations of 20th century america

Conceptual Art 2005

animal expressions franz marc s search for a universal art franz marc 1880 1916 became known
principally for his images of animals blue horses yellow tigers red fawns what was it that led him to
concentrate on painting animals marc himself explained his choice of subject matter in these words from
an early date i felt humankind to be ugly animals seemed to me possessed of a greater beauty and
purity seeing marc merely as a painter of animals proves however premature marc cofounder of the
blauer reiter group of expressionist artists was deeply dissatisfied with the impurity of the world and
was on a quest for a universal art which would resolve the contrarieties of life in the harmony of
creation using pure colors highly charged with symbolic values adopting crystalline shapes and
absorbing the influence of cubism he moved steadily towards an abstract order of image coming closer
to his own understanding of a better world at the age of 36 franz marc s life was cut short when he
died in the battle of verdun about the series each book in taschen s basic art series features a detailed
chronological summary of the life and oeuvre of the artist covering his or her cultural and
historical importance a concise biography approximately 100 illustrations with explanatory
captions

Matisse 2016-07-15

with his dream like imagery sumptuous textures and suggestive use of color symbolist star odilon
redon sought to create a pictorial equivalent to his own psyche whether in his somber early works or
lighter later canvases he was above all an artist of states of mind with considerable influence on
post impressionism

Rockwell 2017

moving pictures balkan baroque marina abramovic 3 adaptation studies 1 blindfolded catching vito
acconci talo the house eija liisa ahtila electric earth doug aitken homeward bound olad�l� ajiboy�
bamgboy� mother father candice breitz sept visions fugitives robert cahen three transitions peter
campus the bordeaux piece david claerbout journey into fear stan douglas schnitte elemente der
anschauung valie export lock again yang fudong sturm dominique gonzalez foerster twenty four hour
psycho douglas gordon video piece for two glass office buildings dan graham incidence of catastrophe
gary hill impressions nan hoover les incivils pierre huyghe jones beach piece joan jonas bossy burger
paul mccarthy again again bj�rn melhus dispersion room aernout mik anthro socio bruce nauman fervor
shirin neshat the idea of africa marcel odenbach getaway 2 tony oursler global groove nam june paik i
m not the girl who misses much pipilotti rist born to be sold martha rosler reads the strange case of
baby sm martha rosler intervista finding the words anri sala mouth to mouth smith stewart may you
live in interesting times fiona tan home steina and woody vasulka i do not know what it is i am like bill
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viola broad street gillian wearing library of congress

Marc 2001

the flemish baroque painter peter paul rubens born on june 28 1577 died may 30 1640 was the most
renowned northern european artist of his day and is now widely recognised as one of the foremost
painters in western art history this title looks at his work

Odilon Redon, 1840-1916 2017

��������� ���� �� �� �� �� ����������������������� ������������

Video Art 2006

founder and leader of the fauves matisse recorded what he saw simply and emotionally

Rubens 2004

geometrical figures and hieroglyphic elements the delightfully unclassifiable work of a master painter
designated as degenerate by the nazis paul klee 1879 1940 is today considered one of the most
important artists of the 20th century his works stand out for the variety in their forms of artistic
expression his tunisian water colours depicting landscape architecture and above all the north
african light of this mediterranean land constitute the true beginning of klee s painting career
although these paintings still fall under the heading of objective they already exhibit indications of
his tendency toward abstraction and a language of forms geometrical figures and hieroglyphic
elements characterize the majority of these works which for this reason seem reminiscent of naive and
playful children s painting in reality however klee s paintings have their roots in theoretical
considerations their recurrent symbols conveying personal and at times political content about the
series each book in taschen s basic art series features a detailed chronological summary of the life and
oeuvre of the artist covering his or her cultural and historical importance a concise biography
approximately 100 illustrations with explanatory captions

������������ 2006-09

the book selected as best italian cuisine book in the usa by gourmand world cookbook awards in this
second edition now a chapter on the feast of the seven fishes includes 100 recipes charming short
stories of the author s memoirs of holidays spent at her villa in italy holiday tips cocktails non
alcoholic cocktails and some kid friendly recipes folowing up to the success of the basic art of
italian cooking the book that is sold all over the world and has over 100 000 blog subscribers sure
to be another holiday classic and an indispensable part of your kitchen library

Henri Matisse, 1869-1954 1993

a prophet of modernism strong colors and sinuous figures el greco 1541 1614 was born dom�nikos
theotok�poulos in crete in 1541 he arrived in venice in 1566 where his work was greatly influenced by
titian and tintoretto however when he made an offer to the pope to paint over michelangelo s last
judgement in the spirit of the counter reformation he incurred the wrath of roman artists to such an
extent that a career in italy was no longer conceivable el greco settled in spain in toledo where he
received numerous commissions from the church and the nobility between 1586 and 1588 he created one
of the great works of european painting the monumental burial of the count of orgaz for a chapel
altar in the parish church of santo tom� in toledo el greco confined his palette to a small number of
very expressively used shades with an evident preference for pale purple pink and yellow and greyish
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tones he located the iconographical events in a space that he dramatized by means of light and
atmospheric phenomena his oeuvre had a wide ranging impact on art up to and including modern 20th
century painting paul c�zanne and later picasso and the expressionists regarded el greco as a prophet
of modernism about the series each book in taschen s basic art series features a detailed chronological
summary of the life and oeuvre of the artist covering his or her cultural and historical importance a
concise biography approximately 100 illustrations with explanatory captions

Paul Klee, 1879-1940 2011

each book in taschen s basic art movement and genre series includes a detailed introduction with
approximately 30 photographs plus a timeline of the most important events political cultural
scientific sporting etc that took place during the time period

The Basic Art of Italian Cooking 2010-06-22

biografi om den hollandske abstrakte maler piet mondrian 1872 1944

El Greco 2014

the entire span of renowned contemporary architect richard meier s career is included in this
exceptional volume

Realism 2004

contains samples of the artist s work information about the artist and commentary

Piet Mondrian, 1872-1944 1995

an overview of the life and work of artist mark rothko this volume exhibits his mythological content
simple flat shapes and imagery inspired by primitive art

Meier 2016

monet was the most typical and the most individual impressionist painter but while the painter was
faithful and persevering in the pursuit of his motifs his personal life followed a more restless course
parisian by birth he discovered painting as a youth in the provinces where one of his homes argenteuil
has come to represent the artistic flowering and official establishment of impressionism as a movement

DEGAS -ANGLAIS- 1994

utagawa hiroshige 1797 1858 was one of the last great artists in the ukiyo e tradition literally
meaning pictures of the floating world ukiyo e refers to the famous japanese woodblock print genre
that originated in the 17th century and is practically synonymous with the western world s visual
characterization of japan though hiroshige captured a variety of subjects his greatest talent was in
creating landscapes of his native edo modern day tokyo and his most famous work was a series known
as 100 famous views of edo 1856 1858 this book provides an introduction to his work and an
overview of his career
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Rothko 2003

Monet 2000

��������� 2006

Abstracte kunst 2009

Hiroshige 2016
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